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Easily Create Movies for the Web, Mobile Devices, DVD’s & Computers!

MovieWorks allows anyone to easily create high-quality multimedia projects for the web, mobile
devices, DVDs & computers! Its main differentiating factor is that it offers more creative flexibility and
timing control than the entry-level movie, slide show and presentation software programs currently
available in the market today. Unlimited layers are supported so you can put any number of movies,
pictures, graphics, text and titling, animations and other media objects anywhere on the screen.
Furthermore, MovieWorks provides a powerful media Sequencer window allowing the precise timing of
when these objects appear and disappear in your production. MovieWorks' intuitive interface and
comprehensive feature set allows users of all ages to create multimedia projects that rival those created
with expensive, complex applications, at a fraction of the cost, time and learning curve!

MovieWorks, the main application
of the suite, works seamlessly
with the included basic Sound,
Paint/Photo, Video and Animator
applications. Import, animate,
position and sequence an
unlimited number of media
“Objects”.

Animation

Export finished productions in a
variety of industry standard formats
including QuickTime, MPEG-4, AVI,
DV and others. Playback on a
computer, DVD player, iPad or other
tablet, iPhone, AppleTV or web
page.

Movies & Mobile Content

Easily edit the duration and start
time for your media objects by
simply resizing and/or moving
their corresponding timebars in
the Sequencer window. Quickly
Auto-Sequence multiple Objects.

Create sophisticated multimedia
productions up to 3840 x 2160 (4K)
in size. Objects may be layered in
any order and positioned anywhere
on the screen. Line them up using
the alignment options or use the
Coordinates window and Arrow
keys for precise positioning.

Training

Numerous tutorials and training
movies are available on the
MovieWorks website. Some may
be downloaded and others
viewed online. Themes are Wild
Africa, Thomas Edison, Treasure
Hunting and more!

Presentations

Move any Object on a path with
the animation tools, add
time-based scaling and layering
effects, and scroll text. Extensive
transitions library including zoom,
wipe, dissolve and many more.
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